HARVARD UKRAINIAN STUDIES

BOOK REVIEW STYLE SHEET

Reviews should be approximately 1000 words long, unless otherwise stipulated, and should include only a brief summary of the contents. Please focus on questions of interpretation, the book’s strengths and weaknesses, and contribution to the field. Above all, a fair and serious reading is requested.

Please submit your review electronically in Microsoft Word or .rtf “rich text format” to hryn@fas.harvard.edu.

Cyrillic should be transliterated by the Library of Congress system, except in linguistic and philological works, in which the Linguistic system may be used. HUS will render the Cyrillic soft sign (ь) by a prime (') rather than a “curly” quote (‘); it will use the curly quote to render the Ukrainian apostrophe.

HUS follows the Chicago Manual of Style, 15th ed. Reviews must not contain notes. Quotations from the work reviewed are to be followed by page references in parentheses (e.g., p. 503), and references to other works should include (in parentheses) the place and year of publication.

Please provide the following information, as available, according to your copy of the book:
- title of work (in caps)
- name of author(s) or editor(s)
- name of any translator or author of foreword
- name of series
- place of publication, publisher, year of publication
- number of pages (e.g. xii, 480), illustrations, maps, or tables
- appendix, notes, bibliography, index
- ISBN number (specify “cloth” or “paper”) or ISSN (for periodicals)

Example

The name of the author of the review should be indicated at the end of the review, followed by the name of the author’s institution or the author’s place of residence (in roman), both flush right. Example:

André des Pies
Franzens-Universität Lemberg